“At John Jay we take very seriously our mission to equip students to be fierce advocates for justice. And this means exploring justice in its many dimensions. To help you do that we have organized our majors into eight frames of justice that really reflects the dynamic way in which justice operates in our society, from the individual level, the actual role that you might occupy, through to the institutional or cultural dimensions of justice and the impact of the justice system. This includes criminal and social justice, as well as the intersection... See More

- **Get involved with your major** – Participate in a Frame of Justice session to hear from faculty, professionals, and fellow peers about coursework, related minors, experiential learning opportunities, research, and career paths.

- **Explore Campus Leadership and Employment Opportunities** – On February 24, log in to the Learn & Earn session during community hour to get a preview of leadership and employment opportunities across John Jay.

Click on the SUMMARY button to watch the event replay and access resources.